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Unified Tribe brings a fresh mixture of R&B, Urban, Pop and jazz with a production quality that cannot be

beat. Featuring powerful vocal harmonies, some cool rap, fat tracks, and uplifting rhythms, Mixed

Messages has it all. 15 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary

urban Details: Unified Tribe is an inspired collection of individuals, united through one multidimensional

sound that lives to express a common goal. All of the members come from varying musical backgrounds

and bring their own distinctive influences to the group. These 13 musicians vary in age and ethnicity and,

together, reflect a harmony that is found within diversity. The result is an extremely eclectic sound that

has evolved over the years into a perfect blend of its Jazz and R&B roots and a newer Urban Pop flavor.

The highly anticipated second album Mixed Messages contains fifteen songs and will be released in May

of 2003. It is a collaboration by the entire Tribe that culminates their experiences, and influences into a

single project that is highly reminiscent of the bands New York roots. The record lends itself to the darker

chord structures and the more intense R&B, Jazz and Funk sounds that are at the core of the group's

style and creative drive. This highly diverse record displays a wide spectrum of emotional and musical

settings from song to song. It was this unlikely blend that spawned the album's name, Mixed Messages.

There is certainly something for everyone on this album and many of the songs seem to effortlessly

bridge the gaps between genres and generations. Unified Tribe has a striking live show that is as diverse

as its performers. They are, "eclectic sound that you can see. " They move about the stage as a flow of

electricity that captivates and entertains all in their presence, performing original material both off their

debut album, their brand new follow-up album and some never before captured in recording. BAND

MEMBERS Magic - Lead  Background Vocals, Guitar, Bass, Keyboards, Drums, Percussion Harmony -

Lead  Background Vocals, Rap, Keyboards, Mandolin, Violin Starr - Lead  Background Vocals, Bass,
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Percussion, Didgeridoo, Keyboards Meriah - Lead  Background Vocals, Rap, Guitar Merrily - Lead 

Background Vocals, Keyboards Kal-El - Background Vocals, Trombone, Guitar, Bass Falcon -

Background Vocals, Rap, Percussion Zen - Drums, Guitar Seth - Guitar, Trumpet, Bass Liberty - Flute,

Sax, Keyboards Kara - Flute Hammer - Drums Larry - Guitar, Keyboards QUOTES "Probably one of the

most well produced CDs we've ever received" ."A smooth and soulful blend of Pop and R&B that will

leave you with positive vibes that will last for days". - Cakewalk (Music Software Corp.) "I went to their

studio prepared to say - yeah they are cool and left with my mouth wide open...These cats are bad!" -

Howard Hewett "There's a new face in town and his name is Magic - his band (Unified Tribe) is the

badest band on the planet. If history repeats itself, then Unified Tribe is the next Earth Wind and Fire." -

The Whispers DISCOGRAPHY 1999 Swept Away (maxi single) 2000 Listen to This (album) 2003 Mixed

Messages (album)
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